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Abstract—Robot manipulators are highly coupled nonlinear 
systems, therefore real system and mathematical model of dynamics 
used for control system design are not same. Hence, fine-tuning of 
controller is always needed. For better tuning fast simulation speed  
is desired. Since, Matlab incorporates LAPACK to increase the speed 
and complexity of matrix computation, dynamics, forward and 
inverse kinematics of PUMA 560 is modeled on Matlab/Simulink in 
such a way that all operations are matrix based which give very less 
simulation time.  This paper compares PID parameter tuning using 
Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing, Generalized Pattern Search 
(GPS) and Hybrid Search techniques. Controller performances for all 
these methods are compared in terms of joint space ITSE and 
cartesian space ISE for tracking circular and butterfly trajectories. 
Disturbance signal is added to check robustness of controller. GA-
GPS hybrid search technique is showing best results for tuning PID 
controller parameters in terms of ITSE and robustness. 

Keywords—Controller Tuning, Genetic Algorithm, Pattern 
Search, Robotic Controller, Simulated Annealing. 

I. INTRODUCTION

HE term Robot has been applied to wide variety of 
mechanical devices. An important class of Robots is the 

manipulator arm such as Puma 560 Robot. These arms are 
widely used for material handling, welding, assembling, 
painting, grinding and other industrial applications. These 
applications may require path planning, trajectory generation   
and control design [1-3]. Path planning consists of 
determining a curve in the workspace, connecting the initial 
and final desired position of the end-effector, avoiding any 
obstacle.       Trajectory generation consists in parameterizing 
in time the so obtained curve during the path planning. The 
resulting time-parameterized trajectory which is commonly 
called the reference trajectory is obtained primarily in terms of 
the coordinates in the workspace. Then, following method of 
inverse kinematics, a time-parameterized trajectory for the 
joint coordinates, joint space to workspace coordinates with 
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the help of forward kinematics are obtained. Many methods 
have been suggested for inverse and forward kinematics 
solution for Puma560 [4-8] taking care of joint singularity. 
Control design requires exact modeling of system dynamics. 
The system mathematical model is obtained by analytical or 
experimental techniques. Tremendous effort has been put in 
for identification of Puma 560 dynamics [9]. Control of Robot 
manipulator is a mature yet fruitful area of research, 
development and manufacturing. The simplest controller for 
robotic manipulator is PID controller [10-11] and is being 
widely used in industries. One of the most important factors in 
designing PID controller is the tuning of PID parameters 
which is basically an optimization problem. Traditional 
derivative-based optimization methods are fast and accurate 
for many types of optimization problems. These methods are 
designed to solve continuous and differentiable minimization 
problems, as they use derivatives to determine the direction of 
descent. However, using derivatives is often ineffective with 
discontinuous, nondifferentiable or stochastic objective 
functions. For nonsmooth problem, methods such as the 
genetic algorithm or the more recently developed pattern 
search algorithm are effective alternatives. 

Genetic algorithms are stochastic search algorithm inspired 
by the principle of natural selection and natural genetics. 
Genetic Algorithm has considerably broadened the scope of 
optimization in engineering [12-13]. Simulated Annealing 
(SA) is motivated by an analogy to annealing in solids. The 
algorithm simulates the cooling process by gradually lowering 
the temperature of the system until it converges to a steady, 
frozen state. SA’s major advantage over other methods is its 
ability to avoid becoming trapped at local minima. The 
algorithm employs a random search, which not only accepts 
changes that decrease objective function, but also some 
changes that increase it with some probability [14-15].  
Generalized pattern search (GPS) algorithms are derivative 
free methods for the minimization of smooth functions, 
possibly with linear inequality constraints [16-18]. 
Generalized pattern search algorithms for unconstrained or 
linearly constrained minimization generate a sequence of 
iterates with non-increasing objective function values. 
Iteration is divided into two phases: an optional search and a 
local poll. 
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II. MODELLING OF MANIPULATOR DYNAMIC AND
KINEMATICS 

The dynamics of an n-link robotic manipulator is 
characterized by a set of highly nonlinear and strongly 
coupled second order differential equation. 

D ( ) C ( , ) G ( ) F ( )  (1) 
where ( )D  is the nxn inertial matrix, ( , )C  is the nx1 vector 

of centrifugal forces, G( ) is the nx1 vector of gravity loading, 
( )F  is nx1 vector of friction term. ,  and  are nx1 vector for 

joint angular position, velocity and acceleration,  is nx1 joint 
torque vector. D, C, G, F are very complicated function of  and 

. The dynamic parameters of Puma 560 have been taken 
from [9]. Puma 560 joint actuators are DC servo motors with 
armature voltage as control input. The motor is connected to 
manipulator links through gear where the Robot dynamics 
appears as dynamic load. The dynamics of DC motor can be 
represented as

a b
dIE E L RI
dt

 (2) 

b eE K N  (3) 

a eE K NI
Ls R

 (4)

mK I  (5) 

where Ea is the armature voltage, Eb the Back e.m.f, L and 
R are inductance and reactance of armature windings 
respectively, I is the armature current, N is gear ratio, Ke is the 
back e.m.f constant, Km is motor constant and  is load 
angular velocity. Actuator data of puma 560 Robot [20] is 
given in appendix A. Puma 560 contains PID controller with 
controller output ui as 

The transformation between the joint space and the 
Cartesian space of the robot is very important since robots are 
controlled in the joint space, whereas tasks are defined and 
object manipulated in the Cartesian space. The kinematics 
problem deals with the analytical study of the relation between 
these two spaces. The direct kinematics defined as the 
transformation from the joint space to the Cartesian space and 
the inverse kinematics defined as the transformation from the 
Cartesian space to the joint space. While modeling the 
kinematics of manipulator, arm singularity and configuration 
must be checked. Many methods have been proposed for 
better and feasible solution of manipulator kinematic problems 
[8-10]. The Forward and Inverse kinematic equations have 
been modeled [11] and are given in appendix A. Control 
system diagram of Puma 560 is shown in Fig.1 which consists 
of desired Cartesian space trajectory T, inverse kinematics 
block I, PID controller, servo motor M, dynamics D and 
forward kinematics Block F. 

Fig. 1 Block diagram representation of Puma 560 control system 

The Matlab/Simulink Model of dynamics, forward 
kinematics and Inverse kinematics are designed in such a way 
that all operations are matrix based because Matlab 
incorporates LAPACK to increase the speed and complexity 
of matrix computation. Simulink model of Forward dynamics 
is shown in Fig.2 and simulink model of complete system is 
shown in Fig.3. 

Fig. 2 Simulink diagram of PUMA560 dynamics 

Fig. 3 Simulink diagram of PUMA560 system 

III. TUNING METHODS 

A. GA Tuning of PID 
The main advantage of using GA for tuning PID controller 

is its adaptability to adopt any constraints. Determining the 
upper and lower bound of PID parameters for GA based 
tuning is difficult and needs a large number of experiments. In 
GA tuning approach conventional method based values can be 
used to give upper and lower bound of parameters value as 

0
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3ij
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where j=1,2…..6. kpij , kiij and kdij are proportional gain, 
integral gain and derivative gain of joint j at ith iteration 
respectively. 0 0 0[ kp ,ki ,kd ] are values of PID parameters 
taken from [20].Puma 560 contains independent controller for 
each joint. For six joint controllers, there are 18 values for 
PID parameters. By taking an 18 variable string as 

1 6 1 6 1 6[ ... .. .... .. .... ]p p i i p dk k k k k k  for GA, an optimal value can be 
searched. The method of tuning PID parameters using GA is 
based upon minimizing the integral time squared error of 
joints. If qd(k) is desired trajectory and q(k) is output 
trajectory then error e(k) is

de k q k q k  (6) 
6 n

2 2

j 1 k 1
ITSE e ( ki ).ki  (7) 

where e(ki) is the system error at kth  sampling instant for 
thj joint. GA acts as a controller which modifies the set of 

parameters  

of the jth  population which consist of P individual parameters 
of control system .This cycle is repeated until convergence 
criteria is met. In the evaluation step of GA, a simulation is 
performed for each ui .Parameters used for simulation of GA 
are Population size=60, iteration=500, Crossover 
probability=0.8, Mutation probability. =0.01 

B. Simulated Annealing 
The algorithm employs a random search, which not only 

accepts changes that decrease objective function, ITSE, but 
also some changes that increase it.  The latter are accepted 
with a probability .In each step of algorithm, a particle is 
given a small random displacement and the resulting change 
in the energy of the system ITSE  is computed. 
For 0ITSE , the displacement is accepted and for 

0ITSE  displacement is accepted with probability.  The 
probability that the configuration is accepted is given in 
equation (8).  Certain number of iterations is carried out at 
each temperature and then the temperature is decreased.  This 
is repeated until the system freezes into a steady state. 

exp( )i
i i

i

ITSEP r
T

 (8) 

where ITSE = the change in objective function 
[ , , ]pj ij djT k k k Control Parameters (Temperatures) 

r  = a random number uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. 
The probability of accepting a worse move is a function of 

both the temperature of the system and change in the objective 
function.  As the temperature of the system decreases, the 
probability of accepting a worse move is decreased.  If the 
temperature is zero, then only better moves will be accepted.  

C. Generalized Pattern Search
Generalized Pattern search (GPS) is a sub-class of direct 

search algorithms, which involve the direct comparision of 
objective function values and information about the gradient 
of the objective function. As opposed to more traditional 
optimization methods that use information about the gradient 
or higher derivative to search for an optimal point, a direct 
search algorithm searches a set of points around the current 
point, looking for one where the value of the objective 
function is lower than the value at the current point. The 
direction set and a step length parameter define a conceptual 
mesh centered about the current iterate. Trial points are 
selected from the mesh, evaluated, and compared to the 
incumbent in order to select the next iterate. If an 
improvement is found among the trial points, the iteration is 
declared successful and the mesh is retained or coarsened; 
otherwise, the mesh is refined and a new set of trial points is 
constructed .The key to generating the mesh is the definition 
of the direction set. This set must be sufficiently rich to ensure 
that function value is decreasing along at least one of the 
directions. Formulation Problem for tuning using GPS is  

Minimize   
6 n

2 2

j 1 k 1
ITSE e ( ki ).ki

0 0 0 0 0 0[ ] / 3 [ ] 3*[ ]ij ij ijkp ki kd kp ki kd kp ki kd

where [ ]ij ij ijkp ki kd R j=1,2…..6. Where kpij , kiij and kdij

are proportional gain, integral gain and derivative gain at ith

iteration of joint j. respectively. .Parameters used for 
simulation of GPS are initial mesh size=10, maximum mess 
size=100. 

D. Hybrid Search
GA can reach the region near an optimum point relatively 

quickly, but it can take many function evaluations to achieve 
convergence. GA is not good at identifying the optimal value 
of a chromosome for a problem but very quickly identifying 
the regions where those optima lie. Unlike other search and 
optimization techniques, GA promises convergence but not 
optimality. If we run the GA several times, it will converge 
each time, possibly at different optimal chromosomes. This 
implies that the choice of stopping GA iteration is not well-
defined. A commonly used technique is to run GA for a small 
number of generations to get near an optimum point. Then the 
solution from GA is used as an initial point for another 
optimization solver that is faster and more efficient for local 
search. Typically, GA is coupled with a local search 
mechanism to find the optimal chromosome in a region. In 
this paper SA and GPS are being used for hybrid search with 
GA. Initially GA is being used to confine the search space 
with 50 iterations and population size 60.Values returned from 
GA are being used with SA and GPS for local search.

1 1 1pj ij djj ; p j ; p j ;p
K , T , T
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IV. RESULTS

A. Tuning of controller 
PID controller is tuned with GA for 500 iteration. 

Convergence time of GA is very high. Graph for fitness value 
tuned with GA is shown in Fig.4. 

Fig.4 Best and Mean fitness curve of GA

Performance of tuning PID controller with SA is found 
better compared to tuning using GA. Graph for fitness value 
tuned with SA is shown in Fig.5.Time taken to tune PID using 
SA is less compared to GA.  

Fig.5 Best fitness curve of SA

GPS is used to tune controller with very less iteration and 
less time, it is showing better performance compared to GA 
and SA. Graph for fitness value tuned with GPS is shown in 
Fig.6.Hybrid GA search technique using GPS and SA is used 
to tune PID parameters in search of performance better than 
that of returned by GPS. Convergence curve of both hybrid 
techniques are shown in Fig.7.a and Fig.7.b It clearly reflects 
that GA with GPS give better result compared to other 
methods.  PID parameters value returned with GA-GPS tuning 
is shown mentioned in Table. I 

Fig.6 Best fitness curve of GPS 

Fig.7.a Best fitness curve of GA-SA 

Fig.7.b Best fitness curve of GA-GPS 

B. Testing of controller performance
Results of all the tuning methods are tested in terms of 

ITSE in Cartesian space and ISE in joint space. The desired 
Cartesian space trajectories taken for testing controller are 
circle and butterfly (x-y plane trajectory). The Cartesian space 
points ,d dx y are converted into joint space angle with inverse 
kinematics method and motors are controlled in joint space. 
Joint space error ITSE is calculated and for corresponding 
joint angle, cartesian space points (x,y) are calculated. 

 Integral square errors ISEX and ISEY are calculated to 
compare controller performance. 

2

1
( ( ) ( ))     

n

d
k

ISEX x k x k  (9) 

2

1
( ( ) ( ))

n

d
k

ISEY y k y k  (10) 

Where [ ( ), (k) ]and [ ( ), ( )]d dx k y x k y k  are desired and 
output cartesian space points at kth sampling instant. 
Parametric equation of the circle the taken is  

TABLE I
GA-GPS TUNED PID PARAMETER VALUES

Joint kp ki kd 
1 644.31 1978.01 14.03 
2 738.38 1803.18 21.39 
3 659.89 2457.19 10.13 
4 1320.55 7179.15 15.13 
5 1312.88 7289.25 15.19 
6 1344.77 7971.69 15.19 
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0.15cos(2 ) 0.35  dx u  (11) 

y 0.15sin(2 ) 0.2d u  (12) 
Parametric equation of Butterfly trajectory is 

cos

5

0.02cos( )( 2

           .cos(4 ) sin ( /12)) 0.35

t
dx t e

t t
 (13) 

cos

5

0.02sin( )( 2

              .cos(4 ) sin ( /12)) 0.2

t
dy t e

t t
 (14) 

For checking the robustness of controller a disturbance torque 
D is applied  

7.5sin(4.3575 ) 3.5
             .sin( 9.825) 3.5sin(2.7075)-4.5
D t

The sampling time of system is 1ms. Initial angles of all six 
joints are set at zero, however both circular and butterfly joint 
space trajectory is starting from non zero value which gives 
step input behavior and it is clearly reflected in Fig.13.a to 
Fig.13.c .The angle of all six joint for tracking circle with and 
without disturbance are shown in Fig.9.a to Fig.9.d and 
corresponding ITSE, ISEX and ISEY are shown in Table. II 
and Table.III. Very large error in joint space is found with 
Untuned PID controller for tracing circle and butterfly with 
and without disturbance, which clearly shows fine tuning of 
controller is desired Fig.13.a shows that untuned PID 
controller fails to track a typical butterfly trajectory. Desired 
input, actual output joint space trajectory for tracking butterfly 
with and without disturbance of untuned PID controller are 
shown in Fig.10.a to Fig.10.d. The controller is tuned with 
GA, SA and GPS.GA tuned PID controller is showing better 
performance compared to untuned PID controller but SA is 
showing better performance compared to GA.GPS technique 
is showing better result compared to GA and SA. The 
performance of all the tuning method is compared in Table II 
and III. Comparing GA convergence curve for 500 iterations 
Fig.4 and 50 iterations Fig.8, it shows that after 500 iteration 
GA is converging with fitness value 0.88731 while reaching 
0.94233 in less than 50 iteration only. This gives a direction to 
move towards hybrid GA search technique. GA-GPS and GA-
SA hybrid techniques are investigated and it is found that GA-
GPS hybrid technique is best among all techniques. GA-GPS 
is tested for desired circular and butterfly trajectories with and 
without disturbance in Fig.11 and Fig.12.Untuned PID and 
GA, and GA-GPS tuned PID used to track butterfly trajectory 
with disturbance is shown in Fig.13.a to Fig.13.c which 
clearly reflects difference between untuned and tuned 
controller. Corresponding change in desired and actual output 
trajectory dx and dy is shown in Fig.14.a to Fig.14.c 

Fig. 8 GA fitness curve for 50 iterations 

TABLE II
ITSE FOR ALL METHODS

Circle Butterfly

ISE
Without D With D Without D With D

untuned 1.7552 2.4988 42.8599 1.6264e+3

GA 1.6986 1.0123 17.5934 1..341e+3

SA 0.4223 0.8931 12.3256 1.145e+3

GPS 0.2587 0.4193 2.7545 967.0231

GA-SA 0.3809 1.0315 7.8821 1.0095e+3

GA-GPS 0.1535 0.2637 4.1985 340.6403

TABLE III
ISEX AND ISEY  FOR ALL METHODS

ISEX Circle Butterfly

ISEY without D with D without D with D

0.6125 0.6176 0.7390 0.7402
Untuned

0.1631 0.1684 0.1430 0.1852

GA 0.7745 0.7833 0.2060 0.2080

0.1281 0.1310 0.1050 0.6370

0.4936 0.4960 0.1751 0.2792
SA

0.0888 0.0923 0.1011 0.1247

0.5357 0.5363 0.3077 0.3094
GPS

0.1118 0.1134 0.0958 0.1063

0.5183 0.5206 0.4470 0.4519
GA-SA

0.0944 0.0949 0.0860 0.0925

0.2272 0.2331 0.2406 0.2490
GA-GPS

0.0906 0.0920 0.0804 0.1009
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Fig. 9.a Desired and actual joint angles of circular trajectory for 
untuned PID without disturbance

Fig. 9.b Desired and actual joint angles of circular trajectory for 
untuned PID without disturbance 

Fig .9.c Joint Desired and actual joint angles of circular trajectory for 
untuned PID with disturbance

Fig. 9.d Joint Desired and actual joint angles of circular trajectory for 
untuned PID with disturbance

Fig. 10.a Desired and actual joint angles of butterfly trajectory for 
untuned PID without disturbance

Fig. 10.b Joint Desired and actual joint angles of butterfly trajectory 
for untuned PID without disturbance 

Fig. 10.c Desired and actual joint angles of butterfly trajectory for 
untuned PID withdisturbance 

Fig. 10.d Desired and actual joint angles of butterfly trajectory for 
untuned PID with disturbance
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Fig. 11.a Desired and actual joint angles of circular trajectory for 
GA-GPS tuned PID without disturbance 

Fig. 11.b Desired and actual joint angles of circular trajectory for 
GA-GPS tuned PID without disturbance 

Fig. 11.c Desired and actual joint angles of circular trajectory for 
GA-GPS tuned PID with disturbance 

Fig. 11.d Desired and actual joint angles of circular trajectory for 
GA-GPS tuned PID with disturbance

Fig. 12.a Desired and actual joint angles of butterfly trajectory for 
GA-GPS tuned PID without disturbance 

Fig. 12.b Desired and actual joint angles of butterfly trajectory for 
GA-GPS tuned PID without disturbance 

Fig. 12.c Desired and actual joint angles of butterfly trajectory for 
GA-GPS tuned PID with disturbance 

Fig. 12.d Desired and actual joint angles of butterfly trajectory for 
GA-GPS tuned PID with disturbance 
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Fig. 13.a Desired and actual output butterfly trajectory with untuned 
PID

Fig. 13.b Desired and actual output butterfly trajectory with GA 
tuned PID 

Fig. 13.c Desired and actual output butterfly trajectory with GA-GPS 
tuned PID

Fig. 14.a Cartesian space error for butterfly trajectory with untuned 
PID

Fig. 14.b Cartesian space error for butterfly trajectory with GA 
tuned PID 

Fig. 14.c Cartesian space error for butterfly trajectory with  
GA-GPS tuned PID 
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V. CONCLUSION

In this paper a very fast forward kinematics, inverse 
kinematics and forward dynamics of the PUMA560 is 
modeled on Matlab/Simulink taking care of Matlab matrix 
calculation capability. The simulation time is found to be very 
low as compared to latest version of robotic toolbox 
[20].Tuning of PID controller was investigated using GA, SA, 
GPS and Hybrid GA techniques. It can be concluded from the 
results that GA-GPS is showing best results as compared to 
GA and SA .However looking at the convergence 
characteristics of GA , it is found that, GA is reaching near 
search space very fast compared to other methods. Taking 
care of this hybrid search technique is investigated which 
consists of running GA for few iterations to confine the search 
space and then using SA or GPS for further searching. All the 
methods were compared in term of ISE in Cartesian space and 
ITSE in joint space with and without disturbance. It was found 
that GA with GPS is showing best performance and 
robustness. 
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VI. APPENDIX. A

Abbreviation used: 

,

cos( ), sin( ), cos( )

sin( ), sin( )
i i i i ij i j

ij i j i j i j

c s c

s s
The arm configuration parameters of Puma 560 

1 2 3,  and k k k are defined as 

1
1,  lefty

-1 ,  righty
k

2
1,  elbow up

-1 ,  elbow down
k

3
1,  no flip

-1 ,  flip
k

The parameters are 1 2 3,  and k k k are used to find inverse 
kinematics solution. However in the case of a known set of 
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joint angles, as in the case of the direct kinematics, these 
parameters can be computed. 

Forward kinematics:  
The problem is defined as given the joint angles vector, find 

the Cartesian position/orientation vector R, and the arm 
configuration parameters 1 2 3, ,k k k
The orientation angles ,  and r r r  are defined as 

23 5 23 5 5

6 23 4 5 23 23 5 4

1 5 4 5 23 23 5 4

cos( ) c c s s c
tan 2[s s ,s c s c c ]

tan 2[s s ,c s c s c ]

r
r a

r a

Where atan2 (x, y) is four-quadrant version 1tan ( / )x y . As 

cos( ) 1r  the accuracy of equations deteriorates because 

cos( ) 1r  is a singular point. If sin( ) 0r , r is set to zero 

or depending upon sign of cos( )r . Value of r  is set to 

zero and r is calculated using 

1 46 23 46tan 2[2s / [ ],c ]rr a c c
Position vector R, is defined as 

1 1 4

1 1 4

1 4

x b r r

y b r r

z a r

r w s dc l s s

r w c ds l s c

r w l l c
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The arm configuration is determined by evaluating 

parameters 1 2 3, ,k k k  .If 0bw then the arm is lefty and 

1 1k , but if 0bw , then the arm is righty and 1 1k . If 

1 3 0k then the arm is elbow up and 2 1k  else 2 1k  .if 

5 0  then a no-flip solution exists and 3 1k  but if  5 0
then a flip solution exist and 3 1k

Inverse kinematics: 
The problem is defined as given Cartesian 

position/orientation vector R, and the arm configuration 
parameters 1 2 3, ,k k k find the joint angles vector. 

Joint angles 1 2 6, ......., are given as 

1 1 1 1 1 1tan 2( , ) tan 2( , )x ya k w k w k a d l
Where 

1 4 4 4( ) ( ) ( )x r r y r r z rw r l s s i r l s c j r l c k Singular 

point exists if 1 1x yw w . However considering the arm 
geometry this condition is never satisfied 
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5 23 23 1c cos( )r rc c s s r
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Where 

23 , 1 23 23 , 1tan 2[ , ]r r r ra s s s c c s c
Manipulator loses a degree of freedom when two joint axes 

become collinear. This is case when 5sin( ) 0 and,
consequently 4 6and become linearly dependent. The 
accuracy of 4 and deteriorates as 5sin( ) 0 and they 
break down completely if 5sin( ) 0 . Therefore for some 
value of  and for 5sin( ) better value of 4 6and can
be obtained using the equation  

4 , 1 23 , 1tan 2 0.5 [ ],r r ra s c c c

In the case of a no-flip condition, that is 3 1k the wrist 
angles are obtained from the above equations. If, however,

3 1k , the flip solution becomes 4 5 6, ,

1 2 3

4

.672 , .432 , .433
.056 , .149 (offset in arm

 due to shoulder offset and elbow offset), 2.72

l m l m l m
l m d m

Actuator data of Puma 560 robot 
Motor  R L Ke Km N 

1 1.6 0.0048 0.19 0.2611 62.55 
2 1.6 0.0048 0.19 0.2611 107.81 
3 1.6 0.0048 0.19 0.2611 53.15 
4 3.9 0.0039 0.12 0.0988 76.04 
5 3.9 0.0039 0.12 0.0988 71.92 
6 3.9 0.0039 0.12 0.0988 76.65 


